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Step 1:
 Yellow: Cover one hand with 

yellow paint, print on Y. Keep 

yellow hand up.

Step 2:
 Magenta: Other hand in 

magenta paint, print on M.

Don‛t wash hands.

Step 3: 
Orange: Rub yellow and 

magenta hands together. Print 

one hand on O.

Wash and dry both hands.

Use fl at plastic picnic plates for the three primary colors, 

magenta, yellow and cyan (turquoise) or use traditional red, yellow 

and blue if you have that on hand.  Keep a bowl of soapy water and 

rags nearby for washing between hand prints as directed. 

Draw a circle about two feet 

across on a sturdy piece of 

white butcher paper or white 

sulphite drawing/painting paper. 

 Write Y, O, M, V, C, G and B on 

the paper to indicate where the 

colors go on the wheel. 

Making a hand (or paw) print color wheel
If dogs can mix color why don‛t people try?

Step 4:
 Cyan (turquoise): One 

hand in cyan. Print on 

C. Keep cyan hand up.
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Step 5:
 Green: Other hand in yellow, rub with cyan hand, print one hand on G. 

Wash and dry both hands.

Step 6: 
Violet: One hand in magenta. Touch two fi ngers to cyan. Mix into magenta hand. Print on V. 

Keep the violet hand. Wash the two fi ngers. 

Step 7:
 Dip the two clean fi ngers in yellow, mix on the violet hand for a neutral—brown, tan, gray. 

Step 8:
Admire your hand (paw) print color wheel.
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12 Color Wheel for Tempera

yellow

yellow 
orange

orange

red
orange

magenta

Bonus: You CAN make fl ag 

red. It‛s between magenta  

and red orange.

red
red 
violet

violet
blue 
violet

Bonus: You CAN make 

blue.  It‛s between cyan 

and blue violet.

cyan

blue 
green

green

yellow 
green

blue

Secondaries:
 green, orange, and 

violet 

Tertiaries:
 yellow orange, red 

orange, red violet, 

blue violet, blue 

green, yellow green.

Neutrals:
gray, tan, brown and 

a variety of more 

‘earthy‛ looking colors 

made by mixing 

any two opposites 

(complements) on 

the wheel. The word 

neutral really applies 

to the mixture that 

has no hint of the 

original two colors 

mixed. Samples in 

this journal were 

made by mixing 

magenta and green, 

yellow and violet, 

orange and cyan 

(turquoise).
 

Color arrangements: 
Some color wheels show cyan or blue on the right and 

magenta or red on the left. Do that if you like. The 

point is to understand how to mix and to have fun. 

Primaries:
 cyan (turquoise), yellow and magenta. 

We use these as primaries because they make beautiful colors. 

These are the primaries used in printing, fi lm, many dye works, and 

computer printer cartridges. If you have traditional red, yellow 

and blue as your primaries, that‛s fi ne, too. 

COLOR NAMES
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Supplies and Technique:Use sturdy white drawing paper that can handle paint without balling up. Do not add water when mixing. With a stiff, wide, easel brush, mix as many colors as you can between each primary. The samples in this book were made with Crayola Artista II brand washable tempera paint. Order turquoise for cyan. So far, no tempera brand is named cyan.   Use any brand you like but remember that results will vary with the brand and the amount of extender in the paint. Very cheap paints often look washed out or chalky. 

Start with the lightest of two primaries and add small amounts of the other until your color samples start getting dark.  Then work backwards to get the rest of the color range. For example: Add tiny bits of cyan (turquoise) to yellow for yellow greens, greens and blue green. Wash brush. Then add yellow to cyan for the rest of the darkest colors in that range. Make a nice big sample of each mixed color—at least 3 inches square. As you mix, be sure to paint a sample of all three primaries for your wheel.
 1. For greens and blue greens, mix between yellow and cyan. 2. For yellow oranges, oranges, red oranges and reds mix                 between yellow and magenta. 3. For red violets, violet, blues and blue violet, mix between       magenta and cyan.What could your wheel become?It is best for everyone to make a twelve-color wheel at first in order to learn simple color theory and remember how to mix. However, once students learn their color theory, color wheels can take many forms. 

Color Mixing for a 12 Color Wheel using water base, non-toxic, washable tempera 

Examples from our work in schools:~A giant color wheel flower, 15 feet across, with 900 petals painted in every color on the wheel—an all school project.
~A magnificent two foot thick color wheel with more than a thousand samples, eight feet high.~A school of fish that changes colors as they swim across  a wall.
If you would like to order poster sized, stiff, blank color wheels from Annie (with or without pre-mixed samples) go online to www.anniepainter.com  
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Mitsubishi:
 Our “Mits” is the dog car at our house. It‛s dark green 

and ten years old. The boys and their friend, Ginger, 

another Vizsla, look like they are on safari as we drive 

to the national forest for a walk.

Hungarian Vizsla:
 British breeder Gay Gottlieb, in her book The Complete 

Vizsla (1992) describes a mysterious evolution for this 

remarkable hunting dog including life with the migrating 

Magyars in the 9th century and breeding with Yellow 

Turkish dogs in the next 150 years. By the 16th century 

the name Vizsla was in use. The dog we know and love 

today existed in the 18th and 19th centuries. The breed 

was considered a treasure, guarded closely by Hungarian 

nobility who did not want the dogs to leave Hungary. 

Obviously, the secret is out!

Cyan:
Cyan is pronounced “sigh-ann”

Art Path:
 I always arrange the furniture, traffic pattern and 

supply station in a teaching space to fit the specific 

project. To avoid mishaps I make colored electrical 

tape arrows on the floor to mark an Art Path. 

Students use the Art Path to get supplies 

and clean up.

A note to teachers an
d parents 

from Annie:

Words and Ideas to help you read the book 

and teach color mixing
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Experiments- painting ‘no real things:‛ In the story, the boys try out the paint and the tools, (their paws) before they are asked to make a color wheel. Exploring with tools and materials always comes first in my lessons for all ages. The boys are doing a canine version of a special lesson and book I wrote for teachers called “Struggling Artist Masterpiece.” 
Reflect:
 Pause to tell how you feel about being an artist and what you have discovered.  Vincent is thrilled to see so many colors. He remembers his fur standing up on end.  Jake has all the colors but he tells us “I am still clean.”  All my lessons include reflection and often writing or drawing about the experience.

Critique:
Pause to observe and discuss results based on what was expected (criteria). The boys ‘critique‛ their wheels.  They should have three main (primary) colors (cyan, yellow and magenta) and have mixed to create orange, green violet and a neutral (brown, grey).  All my lesson designs have criteria for all ages so everyone can succeed.  Criteria help me focus on what students need to be taught for joyful engagement and successful creative projects.  Criteria should inspire, build confidence and never inhibit the creative spirit or be used for comparison to other student‛s work.

More information:
Go to www.anniepainter.com for information about books, posters, materials, workshops and university courses.  Questions and comments welcome!  
Or write to: 
Annie Painter
PO Box 2135 
Sisters, Oregon 97759
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